
1. Introduction
Subduction zone megathrusts are segmented in the downdip and along-strike direction. Downdip segmen-
tation occurs primarily due to differences in temperature, rigidity and possibly pore fluid pressure, which 
leads to an unstable (velocity-weakening) and thus seismogenic central segment framed by conditionally 
stable or stable segments above and below (Lay & Kanamori, 1981; Lay et al., 2012; Oleskevich et al., 1999). 
Large megathrust earthquakes commonly originate on the central, unstable part of the plate interface, but 
occasionally also break the conditionally stable zone above all the way to the trench (like the 2011 Mw 9.0 
Tohoku earthquake: Fujiwara et al., 2011; Ide et al., 2011). The seismogenic central segment is laterally 
heterogeneous, and consists of highly coupled areas (“asperities”) that accumulate stress during the in-
terseismic period, and partially coupled areas that release part of the plate convergence as aseismic slip 
(Perfettini et al., 2010). The distribution of interseismic locking (we attempt to use the terms locking and 
coupling as suggested in Wang & Dixon, 2004) on the plate interface can be constrained from GPS data 
(Pacheco et al., 1993), and there is a general correspondence between imaged highly locked areas and slip 
distributions of large earthquakes (e.g., Chlieh et al., 2008; Loveless & Meade, 2011; Moreno et al., 2010), 
although asperities sensu stricto, with full mechanical coupling, have been found to be significantly smaller 
than earthquake ruptures (Bürgmann et al., 2005).

Abstract We compiled a novel microseismicity catalog for the Central Chile megathrust (29°–35°S), 
comprising 8,750 earthquakes between April 2014 and December 2018. These events describe a pattern of 
three trenchward open half-ellipses, consisting of a continuous, coast-parallel seismicity band at 30–45 km 
depth, and narrow elongated seismicity clusters that protrude to the shallow megathrust and separate 
largely aseismic regions along strike. To test whether these shapes could outline highly coupled regions 
(“asperities”) on the megathrust, we invert GPS displacement data for interplate locking. The best-fit 
locking model does not show good correspondence to seismicity, possibly due to lacking resolution. When 
we prescribe high locking inside the half-ellipses, however, we obtain models with similar data fits that 
are preferred according to the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC). We thus propose that seismicity on 
the Central Chile megathrust may outline three adjacent highly coupled regions, two of them located 
between the rupture areas of the 2010 Maule and the 2015 Illapel earthquakes, a segment of the Chilean 
margin that may be in a late interseismic stage of the seismic cycle.

Plain Language Summary The largest earthquakes commonly occur along plate boundary 
faults, where one tectonic plate slides under another. How big such earthquakes can get depends on 
the properties of the fault, which often vary along its length. By identifying and locating thousands of 
small earthquakes on the plate boundary fault in Central Chile, we have found a curious pattern: these 
earthquakes describe three half-ellipses, inside which only few earthquakes occur. We believe that this 
pattern can show us regions of the plate boundary fault where stress is accumulated to be one day released 
in a large earthquake. Aseismic patches are the ones that accumulate stress and are thus being ”loaded” 
for a larger earthquake, whereas those that constantly produce small earthquakes are only storing part 
of the energy that is provided by the convergence of plates. We think that our results provide additional 
information on the state of the plate boundary fault in Central Chile.
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The origin of megathrust asperities, and whether they are long-lived or transient, is currently not fully 
understood. The occurrence of regions of higher interseismic coupling has been ascribed to topographic 
features on the incoming plate (Cloos, 1992; Sykes, 1971), plate interface curvature (Bletery et al., 2016), var-
iable pore fluid pressure (e.g., Moreno et al., 2014), or combinations of these factors. Highly coupled areas 
on the megathrust appear to be associated with anomalously low levels of background seismicity, as noted 
by Kanamori (1981) and confirmed by numerous studies since. Weakly coupled areas that separate asper-
ities can act as barriers to large earthquake ruptures, and the width, coupling ratio and stress state of such 
barriers determines whether a large earthquake is capable of rupturing across it (e.g., Corbi et al., 2017).

In this study, we combine the analysis of seismicity patterns and GPS data for the megathrust of Central 
Chile. A high-resolution earthquake catalog containing 8,750 events on the Central Chile plate interface 
shows geometries resembling half-ellipses surrounding aseismic regions, similar to recent observations 
preceding the 2014 Iquique earthquake in Northern Chile (Schurr et al., 2020). To check whether the seis-
micity geometries we observe could be indicative of areas of elevated interplate coupling on the megathrust, 
we check whether GPS data are compatible with such a distribution of highly coupled patches.

2. Study Region
The Central Chilean margin is created by the ENE-ward subduction of the Nazca Plate beneath the South 
American Plate with a speed of approx. 66 mm/yr (e.g., Angermann et al., 1999). The margin is classified as 
accretionary (von Huene & Scholl, 1991) and features the subduction of two notable seafloor features, the 
Juan Fernandez Ridge near 32.5°S and the Challenger Fracture Zone near 30°S (Contreras-Reyes & Carri-
zo, 2011, Figure 1). Intraslab seismicity (e.g., Anderson et al., 2007; Marot et al., 2013) shows that the Nazca 
slab transitions from a flat slab configuration (the Pampean flat slab, see e.g., Ramos & Folguera, 2009, 
Figure  1) to a normally subducting geometry at 32°–33°S (Figure  2). A causal connection between the 
subduction of the Juan Fernandez Ridge and the formation of the Pampean flat slab has been suggested 
(Ramos et al., 2002).

Figure 1. Overview map of bathymetry and topography (from the GEBCO 2020 grid; GEBCO Compilation Group, 2020) on- and offshore Central Chile. 
Red-to-white dashed lines are isolines of seafloor age, taken from the model of Müller et al. (2008). Yellow dashed lines offshore mark the two major seafloor 
features that are subducted along the Central Chile subduction zone, the Challenger Fracture Zone (CFZ, marked by a clear offset of isochrons) and the Juan 
Fernández Ridge (JFR, visible as a distinct bathymetric high). To the east of the trench, black dashed lines mark depth isolines of the subducting Nazca slab. 
Colored triangles show the location of seismic stations (network coloring shown in legend) that were used in the present study. The magenta frame shows the 
extent of the map view projection shown in Figure 3b.
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Whereas crustal seismicity in most of the Central Chilean forearc is relatively sparse, with most upper plate 
seismicity confined to the regions adjacent to the Western Cordillera (Barrientos et al., 2004), the Central 
Chile megathrust has experienced many M ≥ 8 earthquakes over past centuries (Figure 3a, Comte & Par-
do, 1991; Lomnitz, 2004; Ruiz & Madariaga, 2018). Since the 1730 earthquake that ruptured the entire study 
area (Carvajal et al., 2017), megathrust earthquakes in Central Chile have featured limited size (M8-8.5) and 
relatively stable recurrence in space and time (Ruiz & Madariaga, 2018). The 2015 Mw 8.3 Illapel earthquake 
was the most recent event in the north of the study area, and was preceded by similar-sized events in 1880 
and 1943 (Figure 3a). The northern and southern termination of their rupture areas coincide with subduct-
ing seafloor features on the incoming Nazca plate, the Challenger Fracture Zone (CFZ) and Juan Fernandez 
Ridge (JFR) (Lange et al., 2016; Tilmann et al., 2016), consistent with the suggestion that such seafloor 
features can be efficient rupture barriers along the Chilean margin (e.g., Contreras-Reyes & Carrizo, 2011; 
Sparkes et al., 2010). Further south, a second series of presumably similar-sized events in 1822, 1906 and 
1985 have occurred south of the JFR. The northern termination of the 2010 Maule earthquake (Mw 8.8) 
rupture at ∼34°S (Figure 3b, Moreno et al., 2010; Vigny et al., 2011) marks the end of our study region. It 
has recently been proposed that the 1985 and 1906 events (and thus likely also the 1822 one) only ruptured 
the deeper part of the megathrust (Bravo et al., 2019; Ruiz & Madariaga, 2018), which would imply that the 
shallower part of the megathrust in the region between the Illapel and Maule earthquakes (Figure 3b) has 
been unruptured since 1730. We concede that our knowledge especially about the older M ≥ 8 earthquakes 

Figure 2. Summary of the presented microseismicity catalog for Central Chile (left) Map view plot of event epicenters, color-coded by hypocentral depth. 
The solid, barbed red line marks trench location, dashed red lines mark slab surface isodepth contours (40, 80, 120, and 160 km) from the slab2 model (Hayes 
et al., 2018). The green triangles mark the used seismic stations, the black square marks the location of Santiago de Chile. Blue brackets show the extent of the 
two profiles in the right subfigure. Yellow dashed lines mark where the seafloor features outlined in Figure 1 impinge onto the study area. The inset in the lower 
left shows the histogram of local magnitudes for the seismicity catalog. (right) Two east-west profiles of earthquake hypocenters along swaths of 50 km half-
width around the latitudes displayed in the bottom left of each subplot. The blue dashed lines mark the slab surface from slab2. The upper panel of each profile 
plot shows the bathymetry/topography (taken from Etopo1) along its length, averaged over the profile's swath width. Red and blue markers show the location of 
the trench and the coastline, respectively. In all subfigures, the circles representing earthquake hypocenters are scaled to magnitude as shown in the upper right 
corner of the left plot.
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(1822, 1880) is very limited; we cannot exclude that there were ruptures that affected the shallow part of the 
plate interface between 1730 and now.

3. Seismicity Observations
3.1. Data and Processing

We analyzed raw waveform data from 32 broadband seismic stations in Central Chile (∼29.5°–34.5°S) to 
derive a microseismicity catalog, applying a modified version of the automated earthquake detection and 
location workflow of Sippl et al. (2013). The main constituents of this workflow are initial triggering using 
a recursive STA/LTA algorithm (Withers et al., 1998), event association on a traveltime grid, repicking of 
P- and S-phases using higher-level algorithms that operate on narrow time windows (Diehl et al., 2009; Di 
Stefano et al., 2006), and the stepwise improvement of locations through joint hypocenter determination 

Figure 3. Plate interface seismicity in Central Chile. (a) Historical earthquake rupture length estimates for the years 1700–2000, taken from Ruiz and 
Madariaga (2018). Blue: earthquakes with Mw > 8.5, green: earthquakes with 8.5 > Mw > 8. Slip areas for the two major earthquakes after 2000 are outlined in 
subfigure (b). (b) Map view plot of shallow epicenters (hypocentral depths 𝐴𝐴 𝐴 60 km) from our catalog; circle sizes are scaled with magnitude. Yellow to blue stars 
mark the location of repeating earthquake families, their color shows the number of constituent events for each family. Moment tensors for large events after 
01/01/2016 (taken from the GEOFON and globalCMT databases) are shown with lower hemisphere beachball projections of their double-couple part, scaled 
by Mw. The magenta barbed line marks the trench location, yellow, orange, red and brown solid lines mark slip contours (2, 5, 10, and 20 m) of the 2015 Mw 
8.3 Illapel (northern contours; from Tilmann et al., 2016) and 2010 Mw 8.8 Maule earthquakes (southern contours; from Moreno et al., 2012). The large red star 
shows the epicenter of the 2017 M6.9 Valparaíso earthquake. Yellow dashed lines west of the trench mark where prominent seafloor features (CFZ, Challenger 
Fracture Zone; JFR, Juan Fernandez Ridge; see Figure 1) approximately impinge on the study area. Green triangles mark the seismic station network, the 
black square the city of Santiago de Chile. The latitudinal extent of the three half-ellipse shapes outlined by seismicity are shown in red on the left side of this 
subplot, their exact outlines are shown in subfigure (d). (c) Time evolution of catalog seismicity. Yellow stars now mark individual events of a repeater family. 
Origin times of the 2015 Illapel and the 2017 Valparaíso earthquakes are indicated with red markers. Note that due to sparse network coverage, our catalog is 
incomplete in the northern part of the study area for the years 2014 and 2015 (Figure 4). (d) Plot of seismicity density with the three interpreted half-ellipse 
shapes outlined by black dashed lines. Earthquake numbers on a grid with 0.05 × 0.05° bin size are shown with a logarithmic color scale. For an uninterpreted 
version of this figure, please refer to Figure S4 in Supporting Information S1.
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(e.g., Kissling et al., 1994), relocation in a 2D velocity model and finally double-difference relocation. For a 
detailed description of the different steps of this workflow, the reader is referred to the Appendix of Sippl 
et al. (2013).

The data cover the time period from 04/2014 to the end of 2018, and are available from IRIS webservices 
(networks C, C1, G, IU, WA; see Acknowledgments). In the initial triggering, event association and repick-
ing stages, the 1D velocity model of Lange et al. (2012) was used; for the later relocation steps, we calculated 
a 2D velocity model (see Figure S2 in Supporting Information S1 and description in its caption) from a 
subset of the analyzed hypocenters using the simul2000 algorithm (Thurber & Eberhart-Phillips, 1999). 
The final hypocentral relocation was carried out with the double-difference code hypoDD (Waldhauser & 
Ellsworth, 2000), in which both catalog traveltime differences (1,227,880 P and 555,781 S) and cross-cor-
relation lagtimes (100,873 P and 34,504 S; only if CC 𝐴𝐴 𝐴 0.7 and distance between event pairs 𝐴𝐴 𝐴 15 km) were 
used. RMS residuals of phase arrivals were reduced by 26% for catalog traveltimes and 80% for cross-cor-
relation lagtimes during relocation. This procedure yielded a total of 11,788 double-difference relocated 
earthquakes at depths between 0 and 200 km (Figure 2), with local magnitudes between 1.4 and 7.7. The 
catalog is available from an online data repository (see Data Availability for link). Due to significant changes 
in network geometry during the investigated time period (see Figure 4), it is not meaningful to determine 
a single completeness magnitude for our catalog. Based on the station distributions, we can assert that the 
catalog should be more complete at later times (2017/18) compared to earlier times, and in the south of the 
study region compared to the north.

Figure 4. Station configurations and detected events for the three time periods that make up the presented microseismicity catalog. (left) time period before 
the 2015 MW8.3 Illapel earthquake (April 29, 2014 to September 15, 2015); (center) time period between the Illapel earthquake and the 2017 MW6.9 Valparaíso 
earthquake (September 16, 2015 to April 19, 2017); (right) time period after the 2017 Valparaíso earthquake (April 20, 2017 to December 31, 2018). The blue 
and red markers at the left side of each subplot show the latitudinal extent of the Illapel and Valparaíso main shocks (from Tilmann et al., 2016 and Nealy 
et al., 2017), respectively. Coloring of seismic stations shows the proportion of events for each time period for which this station had P-picks.
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Since the present study is focused on active processes at the plate interface, we selected only events located 
at depths 𝐴𝐴 𝐴 60 km and west of where the slab surface (from the slab2 model; Hayes et al., 2018) reaches 
60 km depth. This leaves a total of 8,750 events, which are shown in Figure 3. Relative location uncertainties 
for these events were determined by bootstrapping and jackknifing tests (Waldhauser & Ellsworth, 2000), 
in which the robustness of locations relative to the removal of stations (jackknife) and the random per-
turbation of traveltime differences (bootstrap) are tested. Results of these tests are shown in Figure S1 in 
Supporting Information S1. Relative location uncertainties are smallest in latitudinal and largest in depth 
direction, which is to be expected considering the event-station geometry (Figures 2 and 4). Standard devi-
ations are 1.07/0.49/1.26 km (jackknife) and 2.39/1.14/4.45 km (bootstrap) in east-west, north-south and 
vertical direction (Figure S1 in Supporting Information S1).

3.2. Results

Since the focus of the present study is the megathrust, we do not further discuss the deeper intraslab earth-
quakes that depict the transition from a flat to a normally subducting slab (Ramos et al., 2002) across our 
study region (profiles A-A’ and B-B’, Figure 2), but focus on depths 𝐴𝐴 𝐴 60 km, where the majority of retrieved 
events is located (8,750 of 11,931; Figure 3). The profile sections (Figure 2) as well as Figure 5 show that the 
vast majority of these earthquakes is located within 10 vertical km from the slab surface contour from the 
slab2 model (Hayes et al., 2018). Focal mechanisms of shallow earthquakes, harvested from the GEOFON 
and globalCMT databases, show nearly exclusively low-angle thrusting. Taken together, these observations 
likely imply that a majority of the events shown in Figure 3 occurred on the plate interface (see Discussion 
Section 6.1). This is supported by earlier higher-resolution local-scale studies (Barrientos et al., 2004; Marot 
et al., 2013) that concluded that upper plate seismicity in the region is rather scarce.

The hypocenters in Figure 3 describe an along-strike continuous band at depths of 30–45 km, located just 
west of the coastline, which should roughly coincide with the downdip limit of interplate coupling (Bé-
jar-Pizarro et al., 2013; Chlieh et al., 2004). Further updip, seismicity is confined to elongated active regions, 
which we call “separators.” These extend updip to depths as shallow as ∼10–15 km and separate larger, 
aseismic areas on the shallow megathrust in along-strike direction. This leads to the appearance of three 
half-ellipses, open toward the trench, that are outlined by seismicity (see Figures S3 and S4 in Supporting 
Information S1). The northernmost of the three identified half-ellipses corresponds remarkably well to the 
extent of slip during the 2015 Mw 8.3 Illapel earthquake (e.g., Benavente et al., 2016; Melgar et al., 2016; 
Tilmann et al., 2016). Although we only show one of several existing slip models for the Illapel earthquake 
in Figure 3, this assertion holds for most other models because published models mostly differ in their max-
imum slip and in whether or not they show rupture to the trench, but they are not very different in terms 
of along-strike rupture extent. Note that the majority of earthquakes surrounding the Illapel slip area are 
aftershocks (Figure 4, Section 6.1). The other two half-ellipses are confined to the region between the 2015 
Illapel and the 2010 Maule earthquakes, where the megathrust may not have been ruptured since 1730. The 
region north of the Illapel earthquake shows more widespread seismicity extending to the shallow plate 
interface (Figure 3b).

3.3. Repeating Earthquakes

The occurrence of repeating earthquakes, low-magnitude events with near-identical waveforms, is consid-
ered as a seismological proxy for the presence of aseismic creep (e.g., Uchida & Bürgmann, 2019). Identi-
fying such repeaters can thus provide an additional line of evidence for slow processes independent from 
geodetic methods. We searched for repeating earthquakes in the catalog of plate interface earthquakes by 
computing cross-correlations for event pairs whose epicenters were located at a distance of less than 15 km 
from each other, for stations where both events had catalog P-picks. The correlated time windows were 
35 s long, from 5 s before to 30 s after the P-pick, which means that they included the S-phase in most 
cases. The data was bandpass filtered to between 1 and 5 Hz before the correlation. We defined a pair of 
earthquakes as belonging to one “repeater family” if they achieved a cross-correlation coefficient of 𝐴𝐴 𝐴 0.95 
at two or more stations (Uchida & Matsuzawa, 2013). In Figure 3, we show repeater families with at least 
three constituent events. We obtained a total of 168 such families, containing between 3 and 16 repeating 
earthquakes, all of which show highly similar magnitudes and catalog locations for their constituent events. 
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Obtained repeaters form several clusters, the most prominent of which is the Vichuquén cluster (Valenzue-
la-Malebran et al., 2021) at ∼34.7°S. A high concentration of repeaters is also found in the region of the 2017 
Valparaíso earthquake sequence (Ruiz et al., 2017), on the deeper part of the plate interface around 30.7°S, 
and on the northernmost seismicity separator. It is notable that the region of the 2017 Valparaíso sequence 
became active during the Illapel sequence in 2015 despite its location 𝐴𝐴 𝐴 100 km from the rupture area. The 
highly active band of seismicity at 30–45 km depth (except for the aforementioned clusters) shows only very 
few repeating earthquakes.

Figure 5. Depth evaluation of the hypocenters presented in Figure 3. Left, center and right panels show events with 
less than 5, less than 10 and more than 10 km vertical distance between event hypocenter and the plate interface as 
given by the slab2 model (Hayes et al., 2018). Histogram plots at the bottom show the depth distribution of events 
relative to the plate interface model (negative values mean earthquake occurred above the interface); for each panel the 
events shown in the top map are highlighted in red.
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4. GPS Data and Unconstrained Locking Inversion
The inversion of GPS data for interseismic locking is the principal means 
by which the coupling properties of the megathrust are commonly illu-
minated. In order to check whether locking maps derived from geodet-
ic data show similarities to what we imaged with seismicity, we used a 
kinematic inversion based on measured GPS velocities to estimate the 
degree of coupling on the Central Chilean plate interface. We applied 
the back slip modeling approach (Savage, 1983), in which the continu-
ous relative plate motion is accommodated by non-slipping (locked) and 
aseismically slipping zones on the interface. The kinematic fault locking 
is described as the fraction of plate convergence not accommodated by 
aseismic slip between great earthquakes. It is calculated by dividing the 
estimated back slip rate by the plate convergence rate, which is ∼66 mm/
yr in the study area (Angermann et al., 1999; Kendrick et al., 2003). Thus, 
the degree of locking ranges from 0 for areas where the entire plate con-
vergence is accommodated by free slip, to 1 for completely non-slipping, 
that is, fully locked, patches. As input for the inversion, we used a set of 
186 horizontal (north and east components) published GPS vectors (Fig-
ure 6a; compiled by Métois et al., 2016; based on Brooks et al., 2003; Klotz 
et al., 2001; Vigny et al., 2009) that cover the forearc, arc and even extend 
into the backarc along the entire along-strike extent of the inversion grid. 
We transformed these velocities to a stable South American continent 
reference frame. These data were acquired in the decade before the 2010 
Maule earthquake, the last time when Central Chile was completely in 
the interseismic period and no major overprinting of GPS velocities by 
postseismic processes occurred. Since then, the areas of the 2010 Maule 
earthquake (Mw 8.8) and the 2015 Illapel earthquake (Mw 8.3) have rup-
tured, and their postseismic relaxation processes contaminate the GPS 
velocity field to this day. We attempted to use current GPS data recorded 
contemporaneously with the seismicity, but postseismic contamination 
in the vicinity of these two earthquake areas prevented us from retrieving 
reliable locking models. However, we believe that the size and position of 
asperities, especially in the areas that did not rupture, should not experi-
ence significant changes within a decade.

We used 3D-spherical viscoelastic finite element models (FEMs) and 
built viscoelastic Green's Functions (GFs) following the method of Li 
et al. (2015). The FEMs include topography and bathymetry, as well as a 
realistic geometry of the slab and continental Moho (Hayes et al., 2012; 
Tassara & Echaurren, 2012). The model consists of the elastic part of the 
downgoing slab (oceanic plate) and an upper plate unit (see sketch in 
Figure  S6 in Supporting Information S1), both sitting on a viscoelastic 
unit that comprises the asthenosphere as well as the deeper parts of the 
oceanic lithosphere. We used a Young's modulus of 100, 120, and 160 GPa 
for the continental, elastic oceanic and viscoelastic layers, respectively. 

The Poisson's ratio was set to 0.265 for the continental and 0.3 for the elastic oceanic layer, and the thickness 
of the elastic part of the oceanic plate (Te) was set to 30 km (e.g., Moreno et al., 2011). Density values of 2,700 
and 3,300 kg/m3 were used for the continental and elastic oceanic layers, respectively.

The inversion was performed on the fault nodes located at a depth of less than 70 km, yielding a total of 
353 nodes (Figure 6a). We estimated the GFs for the downdip and along-strike components using Pylith 
(Aagaard et al., 2013). At the bottom edge of the fault plane, we constrained the back slip to zero, assuming 
aseismic slip below the seismogenic zone. Minimum and maximum slip constraints are applied to avoid 
models with unreasonable slip patterns and to improve the model resolution. Thus, the back slip rate is 

Figure 6. (a) Distribution of GPS measurement sites and grid used for 
the locking inversions. Blue triangles correspond to GPS sites (refer to the 
text for a more detailed description of the data sources), red crosses are 
inversion nodes. (b) Results of the unconstrained locking inversion. The 
distribution of interplate locking is shown, overlain onto the seismicity 
distribution from Figure 3b, represented by green circles. The arrows 
represent horizontal GPS observations (blue) and predictions from the 
shown model (red). Black arrow on the upper left is for scale (20 mm/yr), 
the achieved overal RMS residual (3.73 mm/yr) is displayed in the bottom 
right.
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constrained to range between 0 and 66 mm/yr, representing freely slipping and fully locked areas, respec-
tively. The smoothing parameter, β, is estimated from the trade-off curve between misfit and slip roughness. 
The inversion is stabilized by utilizing Laplacian smoothing regularization with observations being weight-
ed according to the reported station measurement error (usually ∼2 mm/yr). The optimal solution (shown 
in Figure 6b) is then found by employing a bounded least squares scheme.

The best-fitting retrieved locking model is shown in Figure  6. It features a highly locked region in the 
south, roughly coinciding with the source region of the 2010 Maule earthquake, and a region of overall low 
locking north of 30.5°S. Between these regions, the overlay with the seismicity (Figure 6b) shows no clear 
correspondence between the seismicity half-ellipses and highly locked patches, which would be expected 
if the seismicity indeed outlined regions of elevated locking. While regions of elevated interplate locking at 
relatively shallow depth on the megathrust are imaged around where the northern and southern half-ellipse 
are located, the central half-ellipse appears to coincide with rather low locking. There, higher locking val-
ues are retrieved where the downdip band of continuous microseismicity is located (Figure 6b). However, 
synthetic tests (Figure 7) demonstrate that the resolution of the locking map is limited, especially in the 
offshore regions; station density and hence resolution are lowest in the region where low locking at shallow 
depths coincides with the seismicity half-ellipse.

5. Locking Inversions Constrained by Seismicity
As shown in Section 4, the resolution of the GPS inversion does not allow us to clearly state that there is no 
high locking inside the seismicity patterns we observe. While high locking is mapped into the aseismic re-
gions outlined by seismicity in the case of the northernmost and the southernmost such region, the central 
aseismic region coincides with low locking in the unconstrained inversion (Figure 6), and higher locking is 
obtained further downdip, where high seismicity levels prevail. The synthetic checkerboard test (Figure 7) 
shows us that the GPS data have rather low resolving power offshore, even if we optimistically assume no 
data noise. The unconstrained inversion thus tells us that a coincidence of seismicity half-ellipses and high 
interplate coupling is not required to fit the GPS data. Since GPS data currently provide the most direct 
insight into the locking state of at least the onshore portion of a megathrust, we additionally test whether 
these data require the absence of such features. If GPS data are incompatible with the proposed highly cou-
pled asperities, one could reasonably rule out their existence.

Locking patterns derived from interseismic geodesy show heterogeneous plate interfaces with anomalies 
that mostly correlate with coseismic slip distributions (e.g., Chlieh et al., 2008; Moreno et al., 2010; Loveless 
& Meade, 2016). They can thus identify areas with high slip deficit along the deeper portion of the meg-
athrust, while they usually have limited resolution for its shallower part. Coupling estimates are highly de-
pendent on the amount and distribution of geodetic data, modeling assumptions and inversion technique. 
Thus, even locking distributions for the same area calculated with similar data can differ significantly (e.g., 
Chlieh et al., 2011; Métois et al., 2012; Moreno et al., 2010; Schurr et al., 2014). If the seismicity pattern we 
observe indeed outlines highly coupled asperities, then the seismicity may offer additional and independent 
information that could be used to improve GPS-based locking inversions. The GPS inversion in Section 4 
has not provided strong evidence for a co-location of highly coupled regions and the aseismic areas inside 
the microseismicity half-ellipses. However, if the seismicity pattern we observe indeed outlines highly cou-
pled asperities, then the seismicity may offer additional and independent information that could be used to 
improve the GPS-based locking inversions.

In order to check whether the data instead provide evidence against the existence of such a colocation, or 
whether they can simply not resolve it, we digitized potential asperity shapes outlined by microseismicity, to 
then check whether prescribing them in the inversion significantly worsens the data fit. To explore the size 
of these possible asperities, we considered three possibilities for their geometry toward the trench: (a) min-
imum sized asperities, with their limits inside of the seismically active area; (b) intermediate-sized asperi-
ties, with their limits in the center of the seismicity structures; (c) maximum sized asperities extending all 
the way up to the trench (see Figure 8a). For our constrained inversions, we then fixed the grid nodes locat-
ed inside these asperity realizations (Figure 8b) to different coupling values, only inverting for the optimal 
distribution of interplate coupling on the remainder of grid nodes. This test is mainly designed to check the 
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sensitivity of the inversions to the assumption of differently sized locked patches covering the along-strike 
extent of the seismicity features we observe. Given the small along-strike gaps between the single asperities 
and the low spatial resolution of the inversion, our setup cannot evaluate whether three discrete patches or 
a single, elongated one of roughly the same size is present.

In a first run, we fixed the nodes from the different asperity estimates to full coupling. Fixing them excludes 
these nodes from the optimization process. All other inversion parameters, such as the utilized data or 
Green's Functions, were the same as for the unconstrained inversion, but since the number of free param-
eters differed, we determined new optimal smoothing parameters (β). In order to compare the results of 
these inversions to the unconstrained inversion, we assessed their statistical significance using the Bayesian 
Information Criterion (BIC; Schwarz, 1978). The BIC allows a comparison between models with different 

Figure 7. Checkerboard resolution test for locking inversion using GPS data. The upper row shows synthetic input 
patterns of interplate locking, featuring alternating checkers of low (0) and high (0.25, 0.5, and 0.75, as indicated in 
the top of the different columns) locking degree. The bottom row shows their reconstruction using the same Green's 
functions and station geometry as for the real data. Note that no noise was superimposed for this test, which implies 
that the resolution demonstrated here is a best-case estimate.
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Figure 8. Constrained inversions of GPS data for interplate locking. (a) Definition of three sets of asperities based on 
the seismicity distribution. (b) These asperities are mapped onto the inversion grid for the locking inversion; the red 
nodes are fixed in the inversions. (c) Results of constrained inversion with optimal (i.e., lowest Bayesian Information 
Criterion [BIC]; see Figure 9) choice of locking for the fixed nodes of each asperity size. Green dashed lines mark the 
region of fixed nodes, the locking value those were fixed to is indicated in the upper left of each panel. Blue and red 
arrows show displacement data and model predictions, respectively. (d) Models where locking was fixed to 1 inside the 
asperity outlines.
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numbers of parameters; the model with a lower BIC should be preferred. Assuming Gaussian data errors 
and omitting a constant term, the BIC can be expressed as

BIC = 𝜒𝜒2 +𝑀𝑀 ln(𝑁𝑁), (1)

where N is the number of data points, M the number of parameters and

𝜒𝜒2 = (𝐝𝐝 −𝐆𝐆�̂�𝐦)𝑇𝑇𝐂𝐂−1
𝑑𝑑 (𝐝𝐝 −𝐆𝐆�̂�𝐦) (2)

is the chi-square misfit. Here, d and 𝐴𝐴 �̂�𝐦 are the data and optimal parameter vectors, respectively; and G is 
the GFs matrix. It is clear from Equation 1 that the BIC will trade-off model complexity (quantified by M) 
with misfit (quantified by χ2). We assumed a diagonal data covariance matrix Cd, that is, no correlations are 
prescribed between data errors. The elements of Cd are 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴2

𝑖𝑖  , where σi is the error for the ith datum. We assume 
that data errors are dominant and assign σi to the GPS measurement errors.

When assuming full locking, the largest asperity size that extends all the way to the trench receives a BIC 
similar to (very slightly lower than) the unconstrained inversion, whereas both other geometries are clearly 
preferred (i.e., have a lower BIC) compared to the unconstrained inversion (see Figures 8 and 9). We also 
varied the prescribed locking degree for the three asperity parameterizations. For each series of inversions 
with the same asperity size, the number of parameters is constant, so that variations of the BIC are purely 
due to differences in the χ2 misfit. For all three asperity realizations, a clear preference of higher locking 
degrees is visible from the BIC plot. When the same number of nodes is fixed elsewhere along-strike, the 
BIC minimum is situated at a significantly lower locking percentage (Figure S5 in Supporting Information 

Figure 9. (a) Comparison between the best-fit constrained model with intermediate-sized asperities (right) and the unconstrained inversion (left). Blue 
arrows now mark residual GPS vectors (differences between data and model). Black and white contour lines mark locking degrees of 0.7 and 0.9, respectively. 
Green dashed lines outline the extent of fixed nodes in the constrained inversion. (b) Histograms of station residuals in N-S (red) and E-W (blue) direction. (c) 
Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) values for different constrained inversions for different values of fixed locking inside the three different asperity sizes. The 
horizontal black dashed line represents the BIC for the unconstrained inversion. The six values marked by squares are for the models shown in Figure 8.
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S1) and is less pronounced than the overall minimum obtained with the original asperity configuration. 
Moreover, assuming high locking (𝐴𝐴 𝐴 0.8) leads to a BIC larger than for the unconstrained inversion in this 
setup. This indicates that the data are sensitive to the along-strike location of highly locked regions, with the 
location derived from microseismicity being preferred.

The minima for the three asperity sizes are situated at locking values of 0.68 (maximum asperities), 0.74 
(intermediate asperities), and 0.78 (minimum asperities). The global minimum BIC is reached by the largest 
asperity realization (i.e., with the largest number of fixed parameters), which likely implies that the inver-
sion is underdetermined and a reduction of free parameters is preferred. Comparing data misfits and BIC 
values, it appears that a number of scenarios including highly coupled asperities inside the half-ellipses 
outlined by the earthquakes can be fit well by the GPS data. Note that RMS data misfits of the optimum 
constrained models (Figure 8c) are nearly identical to the unconstrained inversion (3.73 mm/yr). While the 
unconstrained model shows a locking distribution with regions of higher locking that coincides with the 
region of elevated background microseismicity at depths of 30–45 km (especially around 32°S), the data can 
be fit equally well by models that concentrate coupling further updip, inside the asperity shapes we intro-
duced. Note that some features of the unconstrained inversion in Figure 9 also show up in the constrained 
inversion, for instance the highly locked patch on the deeper part of the plate interface north of ∼30.5°S. 
This likely indicates that such a feature is required by the GPS data.

6. Discussion
Our unconstrained GPS inversion for interplate locking has demonstrated that the GPS data do not require 
highly coupled regions coincident with the seismicity half-ellipses (Section 4). However, the prescription of 
such features yields data fits comparable to the unconstrained inversion, and our calculated BICs indicate 
that models with prescribed elevated locking inside the seismicity half-ellipses are preferred. This means 
that the GPS data clearly do not provide evidence against the existence of such highly locked patches co-
incident with the aseismic zones within the half-ellipses. Taken together with recently presented evidence 
from Northern Chile, where a similar microseismicity pattern preceded the 2014 Mw8.1 Iquique earthquake 
(Schurr et al., 2020), we think our observations hint at a set of three adjacent highly coupled “asperities” 
that are present along the Central Chilean margin.

Since our conceptual model hinges on the assertion that the vast majority of the seismicity depicted in 
Figure 3b occurred on the plate interface, we first discuss the inherent uncertainties and the robustness 
of our seismicity observations (Section 6.1). After this, we present a conceptual interpretation of possibly 
ongoing processes on the Central Chile megathrust (Section 6.2) and discuss the temporal evolution of their 
seismicity signatures (Section 6.3).

6.1. Catalog Uncertainties and Robustness of Seismicity Observations

We processed raw seismic data from Central Chile and extracted 8,750 events at depths shallower than 
60 km inside the time interval April 2014 to December 2018. Epicenters of these earthquakes form a pattern 
of three half-ellipse shapes, open toward the trench and oriented with their long axes in trench-parallel 
direction (Figure 3d and Figures S3 and S4 in Supporting Information S1). Although catalog completeness 
can be expected to decay offshore, analysis of retrieved magnitudes (Figure S3 in Supporting Information 
S1), especially of events within the “separators” and the outer rise seismicity west of the trench, shows that 
we should have retrieved any events with M 𝐴𝐴 𝐴 3 inside the aseismic interiors of the half-ellipses.

The vast majority of event hypocenters are located within 10 km vertical distance from the plate interface 
according to slab2 (Hayes et al., 2018, see Figure 2), with the largest event numbers situated 3–5 km below 
the plate interface (Figure 5). Focal mechanisms uniformly show low-angle thrusting compatible with dis-
placement along the ∼20°–25° dipping plate interface. Moreover, most of the seismicity during the Illapel 
and Valparaíso earthquake sequences, which were previously interpreted to have largely occurred on the 
plate interface (e.g., Lange et al., 2016; Ruiz et al., 2017), also locates a similar distance below the slab2 plate 
interface. This may either indicate that slab2 has an offset of ∼3–5 km in this region, or that the utilized 
velocity model yields locations that are systematically 3–5 km too deep. Also, note that estimated relative 
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location uncertainty in the vertical direction, a measure that does not include possible bias due to velocity 
model misfit, is on the order of 4 km (Figure S1 in Supporting Information S1).

Based on these considerations, we believe that a vast majority of the events that form the half-ellipses 
occurred on the plate interface, and that the seismicity presented in Figure 3 largely occurs in response 
to active processes there. Unlike the study of Schurr et al. (2020) for the Iquique earthquake, we cannot 
clearly show such an ellipse pattern forming directly before a major earthquake. Due to sparse station cov-
erage in the years 2014/2015, our catalog does not show much seismicity before the Illapel earthquake and 
is instead dominated by seismicity in the years 2016–2018 (Figure 4). Thus, the half-ellipse surrounding 
the slip distribution of the Illapel earthquake in Figure 3 features nearly exclusively aftershock seismicity. 
However, analysis of seismicity from the CSN catalog (Barrientos,  2018) in the years before the Illapel 
earthquake (Figure 10) shows that the along-strike seismicity “separators” that frame the Illapel earthquake 
to the north and south in our Figure 3 were likely already active before 2015 (the southern one is clearly 
present, the northern one less clear). This could imply that a late interseismic seismicity pattern akin to 
the one shown by Schurr et al. (2020) also preceded the Illapel earthquake. While the pre-event seismicity 
signature of the Iquique and Illapel earthquakes may thus have been similar throughout most of the late 
interseismic stage, they clearly differ for the last weeks before the events. In the case of the 2014 Iquique 
earthquake, a two-week foreshock sequence outlined the updip end of the later main shock rupture, effec-

Figure 10. Comparison of map view seismicity distributions of events shallower than 60 km between the CSN catalog 
(left) and the present study (right). Since our catalog is dominated by post-Illapel seismicity, we chose a time period 
before the Illapel earthquake (01/2011–06/2015) for the CSN catalog here. Note that the seismicity “separators” north 
and south of the Illapel rupture (i.e., at about 30.7° and 31.8°S) as well as the aseismic region roughly corresponding to 
the main shock rupture (Figure 3) that we found in the postseismic catalog (right) can already be recognized before the 
occurrence of the Illapel mainshock (left). The southernmost such feature offshore Valparaíso is largely absent in the 
earlier time period.

3
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tively closing the seismicity ellipse (Schurr et al., 2020). Additionally, precursory aseismic slip was reported 
in the months leading up to the Iquique earthquake (Kato et al., 2016; Ruiz et al., 2014; Socquet et al., 2017). 
No such foreshock sequence or precursory activity was observed for the Illapel earthquake. The reason 
for this discrepancy may lie in the different updip extents of the main shock ruptures. While the Iquique 
earthquake reached its updip termination at ∼20 km depth (Duputel et al., 2015), there is evidence that the 
Illapel earthquake rupture went significantly further updip and may have extended all the way to the trench 
(Melgar et al., 2016; Tilmann et al., 2016).

6.2. Processes on the Central Chilean Plate Interface Outlined by Seismicity

We have retrieved half-ellipse seismicity patterns on the Central Chile megathrust that may outline regions 
of elevated interplate coupling (“asperities”). Similar predictions and observations of a half-ellipse shape of 
microseismicity around a highly coupled region during the interseismic stage of the seismic cycle have been 
shown and discussed in Dmowska and Li (1982) and Schurr et al. (2020) for the case of a single asperity. Our 
present results may be an extension of this case to a setup of three along-strike adjacent asperities. In the 
interseismic period, microseismicity on the plate interface is mostly driven by creep processes, and hence 
confined to regions that are not perfectly coupled (i.e., partially creeping). Multiscale heterogeneity on the 
fault surface means that small patches of stick-slip motion will always be present in predominantly creeping 
regions, leading to creep-driven microseismicity. Highly coupled regions on the megathrust, in contrast, are 
largely aseismic in the interseismic period, but produce stress concentrations along their downdip edges 
(Moreno et al., 2018; Schurr et al., 2020). At some point in the interseismic stage of the seismic cycle, stress 
along the asperity's downdip edge reaches a critical threshold, whereupon creep processes that cause micro-
seismicity likely set in (see schematic model in Figure S6 in Supporting Information S1).

While the buildup of shear traction at the downdip end of highly coupled areas on the megathrust provides 
an explanation for the observed band of microseismicity at depths of 30–45 km, the seismicity “separators” 
between aseismic regions on the shallow megathrust (Figure 3b) require a different explanation. Under-
standing why and where these separators occur is crucial, since they appear to prescribe, or at least image, 
along-strike segmentation of the Central Chilean plate interface. Along-strike changes in plate interface 
behavior are thought to be primarily controlled by plate interface roughness, which is often a consequence 
of the subduction of seafloor relief (Bassett & Watts, 2015; van Rijsingen et al., 2019). Features like ridges 
or fracture zones on the downgoing plate may also be more hydrated than ordinary oceanic crust, which 
can cause elevated pore fluid pressure leading to reduced interplate coupling on the megathrust (Moreno 
et al., 2014). Clearly identifiable seafloor features, the CFZ and JFR (Figures 1 and 3), likely acted as de-
limiters of the 2015 Illapel earthquake (Figure 3b, Lange et al., 2016; Poli et al., 2017; Tilmann et al., 2016). 
The microseismicity extending to shallow depths we observe both north and south of the Illapel rupture 
(Figures 3b and 3c) could thus be linked to the ongoing subduction of these features. The southernmost 
separator, located at ∼33°S, is observed where the San Antonio seamount is currently being subducted 
(Ruiz et al., 2018). We note that while the separator just north of 32°S appears to roughly coincide with 
the northern edge of the JFR's projection, the entire JFR is much wider and extends across most of the 
central seismicity half-ellipse we observe, a region we associate with high coupling. Since we do not know 
the properties of the already subducted continuation of the JFR, which is a heterogeneous feature offshore 
(Figure 1), it is possible that the separator near 32°S represents a specific feature (e.g., one or several sea-
mounts) on the already subducted JFR, or that the edge of the ridge is more efficient at lowering interplate 
coupling than its center.

Increased lower plate roughness and/or higher pore fluid pressure on the plate interface usually leads to 
reduced interplate coupling and thus to a larger proportion of aseismic creep (Wang & Bilek, 2014). This 
fits our observation of more repeating earthquakes in the separators compared to other regions (Figures 3b 
and 3c; also see Poli et al., 2017; Ruiz et al., 2017). Events with highly similar waveforms are a consequence 
of ongoing aseismic creep processes that drive seismic slip on small coupled patches along the heterogene-
ous plate interface (Nadeau & McEvilly, 1999; Uchida & Bürgmann, 2019). While available maps of inter-
plate coupling (Figure 6, Métois et al., 2012) have insufficient resolution to show reduced coupling along 
such narrow segments in our study area (Figure 7), the region north of the 2015 Illapel earthquake show-
cases larger-scale decreased interplate locking accompanied by widespread seismicity (including repeaters) 
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along most of the plate interface (Figures 3b and 3c). Seismicity along the separators is episodic (Figure 3c) 
and mostly part of major earthquake sequences (Illapel, Valparaíso). However, there is evidence for swarm-
like earthquake sequences north and south of the later Illapel rupture in the decades before its rupture (Poli 
et al., 2017) as well as at ∼33°S in the years before the Maule earthquake (Holtkamp & Brudzinski, 2014). 
Both separators can be recognized in seismicity plots of the CSN earthquake catalog before 2014 (Figure 10). 
Moreover, some repeating earthquakes are observed from 04/2014 (i.e., before Illapel) in both separators 
(Figure 3c), and the area of the 2017 Valparaíso earthquake was activated during the Illapel sequence in 
2015. The 2017 Valparaíso sequence itself was preceded by transient deformation recognized in GPS data 
as well as a foreshock sequence (Ruiz et al., 2017). North of our study region, the 2020 Atacama seismic 
sequence, located in a narrow region of low interplate coupling at the southern edge of where the Copiapo 
Ridge enters the subduction (Klein et al., 2021), may present another more recent example of episodic seis-
mic activity along a possible separator.

We thus think that the seismicity separators we observe represent areas of locally decreased interplate cou-
pling and thus increased aseismic creep along the plate interface, often prescribed by features on the in-
coming oceanic plate. They are intermittently active during the interseismic stage and more strongly active 
in the postseismic stage of one of the adjacent asperities, when their activity is driven by postseismic slip 
and possibly stress concentrations at the along-strike terminations of the main shock rupture. Given a long 
enough observation timespan in the interseismic period, the overall seismicity distribution should resemble 
the postseismic one (compare the half-ellipse outlined by Illapel aftershocks to the one south of it; Figure S4 
in Supporting Information S1), which would imply that the localized lows in interseismic coupling that de-
fine these separators are stable throughout the seismic cycle and mainly due to structure on the downgoing 
plate (as also argued in Agurto-Detzel et al., 2019). It is important to better characterize such regions, for 
instance through the deployment of dense GPS networks (ideally on- and offshore), since their widths rela-
tive to the adjacent highly coupled areas and their coupling properties determine their efficiency as barriers 
to large earthquakes (e.g., Corbi et al., 2017).

6.3. Mogi Doughnuts and the Temporal Evolution of Seismicity Patterns

Pre-seismic quiescence in an earthquake's rupture area, accompanied by increased seismicity levels in a 
ring or half-ring shape around it, has been first observed more than five decades ago (Kanamori,  1981; 
Mogi, 1969, 1979). Although such “Mogi doughnuts” have later also been predicted with mechanical mod-
els (Dmowska & Li, 1982) and observed in rock mechanics experiments (Goebel et al., 2012), only very 
few clear observations of Mogi doughnuts have been made to date (e.g., Schurr et al., 2020). In contrast, 
observations of aftershock seismicity surrounding the main shock slip areas are well established (Das & 
Henry, 2003) and often ascribed to stress concentrations at the rupture limits.

We think that one reason for the scarce observations of Mogi Doughnuts may lie in the temporal evolution 
of seismicity, which appears to be markedly different between the downdip edges of highly coupled regions 
and the along-strike separators. Interseismic loading of asperities naturally results in concentrations of 
shear traction at their downdip edges (e.g., Moreno et al., 2018). Microseismicity at these stress concentra-
tions likely only commences once a stress threshold level has been reached. From that time onwards, seis-
micity in these regions will appear to be continuous (Figure 3c). Observations of such bands of seismicity 
located around the downdip termination of interseismic locking are not uncommon (e.g., Ader et al., 2012; 
Feng et al., 2012; Yarce et al., 2019). The along-strike separators that subdivide the shallower megathrust 
into single asperities, in contrast, are only active in episodically occurring bursts (Figure 3c), most promi-
nently when activated by nearby events (similar to observations of Schurr et al., 2020). This means that for 
relatively short-term seismicity studies like ours, such separators can easily be missed. Unlike the band of 
deeper interface seismicity, they feature large amounts of repeating earthquakes that are proxies for ongo-
ing aseismic creep. Long-term studies of repeating earthquakes have shown clusters of such events down-
dip and at the along-strike terminations of later megathrust earthquakes (e.g., Uchida & Matsuzawa, 2013). 
These observations may be due to the erosion of coupled asperities by creep processes that have been shown 
in rate-and-state simulations (Jiang & Lapusta, 2017; Mavrommatis et al., 2017).

Immediately after a main shock rupture on an adjacent segment occurs, its along-strike separators will 
show high rates of seismicity (see Figure 3c) due to induced stress concentrations at the rupture edges as 
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well as high-rate aseismic processes in the postseismic stage (Perfettini et al., 2010). Thus, a clearer and 
easier identification of such separators during aftershock series is possible due to higher seismicity rates. 
We think that the general pattern of microseismicity is, however, similar for the postseismic and the inter-
seismic stage of the seismic cycle, because the features that prescribe the interseismic seismicity pattern 
(regions of only partial coupling acting as along-strike separators and the downdip edges of asperities that 
concentrate stresses) also prescribe the edges of the main shock rupture. As both aftershock series and 
postseismic afterslip to first order occur in the region surrounding main shock slip (e.g., Das & Henry, 2003; 
Perfettini et al., 2010), both creep-driven or stress-driven aftershock seismicity should outline patterns that 
are to first order similar to what emerges when a sufficiently large proportion of the interseismic stage is 
observed. A recent example for the postseismic activation of along-strike separators is the 2016 Mw 7.8 Ped-
ernales earthquake in Ecuador, where the main shock was located on the deeper part of the megathrust, but 
activated three narrow seismicity separators outlining largely aseismic regions on the presumably unrup-
tured shallow part of the megathrust (Agurto-Detzel et al., 2019; Soto-Cordero et al., 2020). As in Central 
Chile, these features can be correlated with incoming seafloor relief.

For Central Chile, our results imply that two adjacent asperities are possibly present between the rupture 
areas of the 2015 Illapel and the 2010 Maule earthquake (see Figure 3b), and may have accumulated stress 
for nearly 300 years. Given that the 2014 Iquique earthquake was preceded by a similar pattern (Schurr 
et al., 2020), we believe that our observations could help to constrain the seismic potential of the region. 
The imaged barrier between the two potential asperities, highlighted by the 2017 Valparaíso earthquake 
sequence (Figures 3b and 3c), likely mechanically controls whether they will rupture jointly or individually.

7. Conclusions
We observe three trenchward open seismicity half-ellipses on the Central Chile megathrust when analyzing 
the time period 2014–2018. They consist of a trench-parallel, along-strike continuous band of plate interface 
microseismicity at depths of 30–45 km, as well as two along-strike separators where seismicity extends sig-
nificantly further toward the trench. The resolution of available GPS data does not allow us to independent-
ly verify whether these half-ellipses correspond to strongly coupled patches on the megathrust. However, 
by prescribing such highly locked “asperities” in constrained inversions of GPS data, we show that their 
existence is one possible way to explain the observed upper plate deformation in Central Chile.

According to our interpretation, continued interseismic loading of strongly coupled asperities leads to 
gradual buildup of stress concentrations along their downdip edges. These stress concentrations eventually 
cause aseismic creep driving continuous microseismicity from some time in the interseismic stage onwards. 
The narrow along-strike separators between asperities appear to correspond to regions of increased rough-
ness and/or hydration on the incoming Nazca Plate, likely effecting elevated creep that occurs in transient 
bursts and drives swarm-like earthquake sequences. This implies that valuable information about the seg-
mentation of megathrust faults can be obtained from the analysis of seismicity distributions, provided that 
the analyzed region has already overcome the stress threshold after which the microseismicity in the down-
dip band develops, and that the observational timespan is long enough to capture the episodic activity of 
along-strike separators. We further speculate that incorporating seismicity information into future locking 
inversion approaches may be a way to improve spatial resolution of GPS-based locking maps, especially in 
the badly resolved offshore regions.

Data Availability Statement
The seismic waveform data that was used to compile the earthquake catalog was retrieved from the IRIS 
webpage (http://www.ds.iris.edu/ds/nodes/dmc/), and came from the networks C1 (Universidad de 
Chile, 2013), C (no DOI available), II (Scripps Institution of Oceanography, 1986), G (Institut de Physique 
du Globe de Paris & Ecole et Observatoire des Sciences de la Terre de Strasbourg (EOST), 1982) and WA 
(Universidad Nacional de San Juan Argentina, 1958). Moment tensors shown in Figure 3 were retrieved 
from the globalCMT (https://www.globalcmt.org/) and GEOFON (https://geofon.gfz-potsdam.de/eqinfo/) 
databases. Seismic data processing was done with ObsPy (Beyreuther et al., 2010), figures were plotted with 
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the Matplotlib (Hunter, 2007) and Basemap (https://matplotlib.org/basemap/) libraries. The seismicity cat-
alog presented in this article is available on Zenodo.org (https://dx.doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5569275).
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